Figure Captions
Structural superposition of the wild-type (grey) [1] and S138A mutant (red). The basic triad and W73 are shown as stick models. The S138A mutation site is indicated as a sphere in red. In the inset, the NOEs related to W73 in the S138A mutant are shown as dashed yellow lines: the NOE connectivities from W73 are listed in Table S3 Table S1 . Structural statistics of the final 10 structures of S138A Pin1 PPIase mutant. The angle restraints were derived from TALOS+ [6] with the angle ranges ± 30°.
Completeness of resonance assignments (%)
c Calculated using PSVS version 1.5 [7] . For residues P52-S111, S114-S126, Q129-M146, and P149-T162 as the ordered residues estimated by PSVS. Table S2 . The relaxation parameters for the side chain of W73 (N).
Wild-type Side chain relaxation for W73 was analyzed in a manner identical to that for the backbone amide group except using −107.7 ppm as the 15 N CSA [8] .
a These values were determined using data in our previous studies [1, 9] . 
